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Backsight – Insight – Foresight

We've seen each other before...

IBAK products work in the dark, but the success is visible. Throughout the world operators 
use the innovative sewer inspection system by the market leader with headquarters in Kiel. 
All over the globe IBAK's presence is felt. 

IBAK's invention

When the company founder Helmut Hunger set up his business “Ingenieur Büro Atlas Kiel” 
in 1945, he did not give a thought to going globally. It was his personal quest to develop per-
fectly functioning precision instruments. Even today IBAK is just as passionate about meet-
ing those targets. Finding solutions which are innovative and user-oriented always constitutes 
the prime objective. It thus comes as no surprise that the company IBAK, after many years 
of research and development, presented the first sewer TV inspection system in the world 
in 1957.

From human to human

Products by IBAK are technological masterpieces. And with one in six of our over 260 col-
leagues working in research and development, it is no wonder. The highly experienced engi-
neers, the permanent exchange of ideas with customers and the well-established coopera-
tion with universities and trade associations, all this ensures the development of trend-set-
ting technologies and the practice-oriented design. The result: IBAK systems are high-tech 
devices which are powerful, user-friendly, lasting and low in maintenance. 

Quality shows

What started in Kiel is now well known throughout the world. Just as every year Kiel wel-
comes the world for its "Kieler Woche" – the biggest sailing event in the world – IBAK sets 
its course for more than 40 countries. All IBAK products have one thing in common: they are 
"Made in Germany". All system components as well as the hardware and software are devel-
oped, produced, assembled and checked by IBAK. Relevant standards, such as ISO, DIN, all 
CE guidelines as well as ATEX and IECEx certifications of quality, constitute merely the mini-
mum requirements for us. 
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Count on IBAK

With their high quality standard, IBAK products are always a safe investment. Despite the 
product characteristics being exceptional, the economic aspect consistently remains the 
overriding factor. 

Protect the environment

Every aspect of IBAK is governed by a strict environmental management system in order to 
protect the natural resources and similarly IBAK inspection systems also contribute to the 
protection of the environment. IBAK systems detect damages in fresh water pipes and sew-
ers and thus help to protect our valuable drinking water for the future. 

The extraordinary driving experience

When talking about innovation, the digital PANORAMO pipe inspection system must be 
mentioned. Driving through the world of sewers with the PANORAMO is a very special 3D 
experience. Analysis of the entire inspection data is not carried out in the measurement vehi-
cle on-site as previously. Instead it is conveniently analysed in the office, although the feeling 
of working with a pan and rotate camera in the pipe remains. 
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IBAK Sewer CCTV Systems

Cameras Camera tractors Camera systems

ARGUS®5
from DN 200 
upwards  

HYDRUS
from DN 50
upwards

JUNO
from DN 100
upwards

ORION®

from DN 100  
upwards

ORION®L
from DN 100  
upwards  
 

ORPHEUS®

from DN 150 
upwards   
 

CERBERUS
hand camera for  
main sewers

T 66 
from DN 100  
upwards  
 

T 76 
from DN 150 
upwards  

T 86 
from DN 200  
upwards

PANORAMO® 
from DN 200 
upwards  

PANORAMO®150 
from DN 150 
upwards  

LISY 3 
from DN 150 
upwards 

PANORAMO®SI
from DN 300 upwards 
manhole inspection

*  IBAK sewer inspection systems are modular by design; they can be configured 
according to the requirements and the field of application. 

  The cameras are compatible with the tractor range or push-rod systems.  
The cable winches and control units offer inspection lengthes up to 600 m.



BS 3.5 / BS 7

BK 3.5.1 

BS 5

MiniLite
from DN 50 upwards 
 

IKAS 32

IKIS

IMBA 32

MobiLite
from DN 50 upwards 

KW 180
Camera cable 
up to 200 m

KW 305/310
Camera cable  
up to 300 m / 400 m 

KW 505
Camera cable  
up to 500 m / 600 m

KW LISY Synchron
Camera cable  
up to 180 m

KT 220
Camera cable  
up to 130 m

IBAK Sewer CCTV Systems

Cable reels and winches Compact push systems Software

Operating devices/systems Vehicles

HSP
Camera cable  
up to 60 m 

KT 180
Camera cable  
up to 200 m

MODULAR
SYSTEM*

TOP-LINE

CLASSIC-LINE



IBAK HYDRUS
Axial view camera
Deployment range from  
DN 50 / DN 70 upwards

The IBAK HYDRUS is a small inspection camera with bending-capac- 
ities for push operations. It is available in two versions: as a complete 
system with cable reel and as a pluggable version. With low diam-
eter, both models are ideal for use in supply pipes within a building; 
with the Hydrus complete system inspections are possible as from 
DN 50 upwards, with the pluggable version inspections are possible 
as from DN 70 upwards. Thanks to its flexibility the HYDRUS can be 
easily pushed through various bends consecutively; the integrated 
and controllable LED lighting illuminates the area of inspection in an 
optimal way. 

IBAK HYDRUS 1 
Complete system with MiniLite, MobiLite or HSP 40/60
The compact complete system from IBAK includes the HYDRUS 1, 
firmly mounted onto the push camera systems MiniLite and MobiLite 
or onto the cable reel HSP 40 / 60 that holds 30 metres of “Magic 
Push Rod”. This is a guide hose containing both the camera cable and 
the push rod. Its flexibility is ideally adjusted to its operation nominal 
diameter from DN 50 upwards. 

IBAK HYDRUS 2
Pluggable push camera
The pluggable HYDRUS 2 fits onto the compact push camera sys-
tems MiniLite and MobiLite or onto the IBAK cable reels HSP 40 and 
HSP 60 that hold up to 60 metres of "Magic Push Rod". The strength 
and flexibility of the push rod are optimised for the deployment range 
from DN 70 upwards. HYDRUS 2 completes the modular diversity 
of IBAK camera systems for use in areas with small pipe diameters. 
HYDRUS 2 has the same plug connection as IBAK JUNO, ORION 
and ORION L so that existing IBAK systems can be optimally com-
plemented. 
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Technical system data
Camera specification Axial view camera
Deployment range from DN 50 / 70 upwards
Dimensions Ø 41 mm; length 50 / 145 mm 
Weight approx. 100 / 135 g
Push operation yes
Tractor operation no
Upright picture control no
Correctly orientated image no
Zoom no
F (aperture) 2.0
f (focal width) (mm) 2.5
Lighting 36 white LEDs, controllable
Light sensitivity (lux) 1 lux (F 1.8, 1 / 50 s)
Luminous intensity (lumen) 80 lm
Protection class IP 68 
Permissible ambient  
temperature

0° C – + 40° C during operation;  
-30° C – +70° C for storage

Test pressure 1 bar
Pressure monitoring no

Aperture function
fixed aperture,  
automatic electronic shutter

Panning range axial view
Aperture angle approx. 107° diagonally
Angle of rotation –
Focus function / range 5 cm – 15 cm, fixed
Sensor (inch) 1/4“
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Horizontal image resolution 460 Lines PAL 
Integrated laser no
Integrated transmitter no
Explosion-proof no

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractor –
IBAK coilers / winches HSP 40, HSP 60
IBAK push systems MiniLite, MobiLite
IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7

Accessories (optional) 
Pipe guide from DN 100 upwards
Additional light –

1.  IBAK HYDRUS 2 with guide device for DN 100 

2.  IBAK HYDRUS, LED lighting and screwable protective housing

3. IBAK HYDRUS 1 on the MiniLite

4. IBAK HYDRUS 2 

4.

1.

2. 3.
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IBAK JUNO
Axial view camera
Deployment range  
from DN 100 upwards

IBAK JUNO is a versatile axial view camera for inspections of pipes from DN 100 upwards. 
Thanks to the UPC function (Upright Picture Control), an upright image is provided. The inte-
grated high-performance LEDs allow optimum illumination and the best view during inspec-
tion. 

The location transmitter determines the position of the camera quickly and conveniently 
and also localises identified damaged areas; the transmitter can be switched off so errone-
ous findings due to the reception of external signals are avoided. The internal pressure moni-
toring ensures safe operation of the camera system.
JUNO can be used during push operations with IBAK coilers HSP 40 and 60, with the push 
rods of IBAK LISY (KT220 / LISY Synchron winch) as well as with the compact push camera 
systems MiniLite and MobiLite. During tractor operation JUNO can be used with all IBAK 
camera tractors.

Furthermore, JUNO forms a powerful unit with the IBAK laser profiler due to its large aper-
ture angle. This combination also facilitates deformation and corrosion measurements as 
well as diameter measurements in large pipes.
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Technical system data
Camera specification Axial view camera
Deployment range from DN 100 upwards
Dimensions Ø 60 mm / length 100 mm
Weight approx. 500 g
Push operation yes
Tractor operation yes
Upright picture control yes
Correctly orientated image no
Zoom no
F (aperture) 2.0
f (focal width) (mm) 2.5
Lighting 56 white LEDs, controllable
Light sensitivity (lux) 1 lux (F 1.8, 1/50 s)
Luminous intensity (lumen) 125 lm
Protection class IP 68 
Permissible ambient  
temperature

0° C – + 40° C during operation;  
-30° C – +70° C for storage

Test pressure 1 bar 
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1) 

Aperture function
fixed aperture,  
automatic electronic shutter

Panning range axial view
Aperture angle approx. 107° diagonally
Angle of rotation endless

Focus function / range
manually 1 cm – ∞, remote- 
controlled in endless operation

Sensor (inch) 1/4“
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Horizontal image resolution 460 Lines PAL
Integrated laser no
Integrated transmitter yes
Explosion-proof no

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractor T 66, T 76, T 86
IBAK camera systems LISY 3

IBAK coilers / winches
HSP 40, HSP 60, KT 220, KW LISY 
Sync., MiniLite, MobiLite

IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7

Accessories (optional) 
Pipe guide from DN 150 upwards
Additional light ZSW 65, ZSW 75

1) LCD indicator and acoustic alarm in the control unit
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IBAK ORION 2.7
Pan and rotate camera
Deployment range from  
DN 100 upwards

IBAK ORION is the all-rounder when it comes to the inspection 
of pipes from DN 100 upwards. Every requested viewing range is 
reached rapidly by the microprocessor controlled pan and rotate head. 
ORION 2.7 can revolve endlessly around its own axis. By means of 
the pan function it is possible to view into all directions and even 
to view „backwards“ into the branch when automatically swerving 
the pipe joints. The ORION 2.7 provides in the axial view an upright 
image thanks to the UPC function (Upright Picture Control).  With a 
narrow diameter of 60 mm the camera can be connected to all IBAK 
camera tractors and has also full bend-capacities when operated as 
push camera. 
The system is secured by an internal operating pressure of  
1 bar and internal pressure monitoring – in case of a pressure drop 
the inspector receives a warning signal on the LCD display and a 
warning tone in the control unit. On customer request IBAK can also 
deliver the ORION models with an increased pressure resistance. 

The latest camera model IBAK ORION 2.7 provides a large angle of 
aperture, excellent light sensitivity and 3x zoom. Due to its extended 
features, the camera is ideally suited also for larger pipes. Inspections 

up to DN 600 can be carried out without the need of additional lights.  
Using the integrated location transmitter the camera’s position can 
be determined at any time. The in-built laser enables diameter and 
deformation measurements as well as defects and object measure-
ment to be performed easily during the inspection of the sewer pipe. 
According to the area of application ORION 2.7 is available with and 
without ex-protection. The housing made of aircraft aluminium offers 
high pressure resistance and very low weight. This combination 
allows huge ranges in push operation and at the same time maxi-
mum robustness of the camera. High-strength materials, which are 
necessary for the ex-protection impact test, are used in explosion-
proof and non-explosion-proof cameras. 

1.   Pan and rotate camera IBAK ORION
2.  ORION and additional light ZSW 65
3.  Remote-controlled focus function and 40 controllable LEDs
4. Laser supported diameter and deformation measurement (2.7)
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Technical system data
Camera specification Pan and rotate camera
Range of application from DN 100 upward s
Dimensions Ø 60 mm / length 100 mm
Weight approx. 500 g
Push operation yes
Tractor operation yes
Upright picture control yes
Correctly orientated image no
Zoom 3-times digital
F (aperture) 3.5
f (focal width) (mm) 3.0
Lighting 40 white LEDs, controllable
Light sensitivity (lux) 0,1 lux (F 2.0, 1 / 50 s)

Luminous intensity (lumen) 90 lm
Protection class IP 68 
Permissible ambient  
temperature

0° C – + 40° C during operation;  
-30° C – +70° C for storage

Test pressure 1 bar
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1)

Aperture function
fixed aperture,  
automatic electronic shutter

Panning range + / -120°
Aperture angle approx. ca. 90° diagonal
Viewing range + / -155°
Angle of rotation continuous

Focus function / range
manually 1 cm – ∞, remote- 
controlled in unlimited operation

Sensor (inch 1 / 4“
TV standard NTSC oder PAL
Horizontal image  
resolution

570 Lines NTSC 
560 Lines PAL

Integrated laser yes
Explosion-proof optional 

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractor T 66, T 76, T 86

IBAK coilers / winches
HSP 40, HSP 60, KT 220, KW 
LISY Sync., MiniLite, MobiLite

IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7

Accessories (optional) 
Pipe guide from DN 150 upwards

Additional light
ZSW 65 (from DN 200 upwards) 
ZSW 75 (from DN 300 upwards)
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IBAK ORION 2.6 L
Pan and rotate camera
Deployment range from  
DN 100 upwards

In branched networks the special version of the pan and rotate cam-
era IBAK ORION is used: IBAK ORION L.

Its guide unit, the "Kiel rod", can be panned and rotated in all direc-
tions and guides the camera smoothly into the target pipe. Its fast 
direction-changing function and high mechanical durability set the 
ORION L apart from other camera systems with steering capability 
for the inspection of main pipes. 
The latest camera model IBAK ORION 2.6 L provides a large angle of 
aperture, excellent light sensitivity and 3x zoom. 

Applicable from DN 100 upwards, this camera has the distinctive 
ORION features: full rotatability of the camera head, remote-control-
led operation of the viewing direction and all functions of the lens 
system and internal pressure monitoring. Specially arranged LEDs 
provide excellent illumination of the inspection area and ensure a 
superb picture that shows even the smallest defects.
The ORION 2.6 L provides in the axial view an upright image thanks 
to the UPC function (Upright Picture Control).  

Specially arranged LEDs provide excellent illumination of the ins-
pection area and ensure a superb picture that shows even the smal-
lest defects. 

The IBAK ORION L can be modularly connected to all IBAK “Magic 
Push Rods” and is particularly effective in combination with the 
LISY 3 satellite systems. An explosion-proof model is also available. 
User-friendly, robust, low-maintenance – like all IBAK cameras. 
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Technical system data
Camera specification Pan and rotate camera
Deployment range from DN 100 upwards
Dimensions ø 60 mm / length 100 mm 
Weight approx. 500 g
Push operation yes
Tractor operation yes
Upright picture control yes
Correctly orientated image no
Zoom 3-times digital
F (aperture) 3.5
f (focal width) (mm) 3.0
Lighting 40 white LEDs, controllable
Light sensitivity (lux) 0.1 lux (F 2.0, 1 / 50 s)
Luminous intensity (lumen) 90 lm
Protection class IP 68 
Permissible ambient  
temperature

0° C – + 40° C during operation;  
-30° C – +70° C for storage

Test pressure 1 bar
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1) 

Aperture function
fixed aperture, remote-controlled 
electronic shutter

Panning range +/- 45° 2), +120°/- 45° 3)

Aperture angle approx. 90° diagonally
Viewing range +155°/-75° 2), +/-155° 3)  

Angle of rotation unlimited

Focus function / range
manually 1 cm – ∞, remote- 
controlled in unlimited operation

Sensor (inch) 1/4“
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Horizontal image resolution 570 Lines NTSC / 560 Lines PAL
Integrated laser no
Integrated transmitter yes
Explosion-proof optional

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractor [T 66, T 76, T 86] => not recommended

IBAK coilers
HSP 40, HSP 60, KT 220,  
KW LISY Sync., MiniLite, MobiLite

IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7

Accessories (optional) 
Pipe guide from DN 150 upwards

1) LCD indicator and acoustic alarm in the control unit
2) with rod, dependent on pipe diameter
3) without rod and holder, on camera tractor – 15 –



1. 3.2.

IBAK ORPHEUS
Pan and rotate camera
Deployment range from DN 150 upwards

IBAK ORPHEUS is a pan and rotate camera for DN 150 upwards. It 
combines the proven functionalities of the IBAK ORION such as full 
rotatability of the camera head and automatic joint inspection with a 
zoom lens and laser reference measurements. Two integrated lasers 
enable defect measurements to be performed easily in combination 
with the IBAK software IKAS 32. The 10x optical zoom and the auto-
matic return to zero function round off the camera.

The integrated light-emitting diodes, which are protected by high 
impact-resistant, transparent caps, ensure excellent illumination 
in all environments. Thus, the ORPHEUS optimally covers a broad 
inspection range when used with medium diameter pipes. 

Integrated sensors for pressure monitoring and optional explosion 
protection reliably assure the safety of the equipment and the site 
of operation. 

The IBAK ORPHEUS is a modular unit and can be mounted on the 
IBAK camera tractors and on a manhole adapter. 
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Technical system data
Camera specification Pan and rotate camera
Deployment range from DN 150 upwards
Dimensions Ø 96 mm / length 160 mm
Weight approx. 1.6 kg
Push operation no
Tractor operation yes
Upright picture control yes 
Correctly orientated image no

Zoom
10x optical,  
4x digital optional

F (aperture) 1.8 – 2.9
f (focal width) (mm) 4.2 – 42
Lighting 88 white LEDs, controllable
Light sensitivity (lux) 1.5 lux (F 1.8, 1/50 s)
Luminous intensity (lumen) 200 lm
Protection class IP 68 
Permissible ambient  
temperature

0° C – + 40° C during operation;  
-30° C – +70° C for storage

Test pressure 1 bar 
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1) 

Aperture function
manual, automatic,  
remote-controlled

Panning range +/-120°
Aperture angle approx. 60° diagonally
Viewing range +/-150°
Angle of rotation unlimited

Focus function / range
manual, one-push autofocus,  
1 cm – ∞, remote-controlled

Sensor (inch) 1/4“
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Horizontal image resolution 460 Lines PAL
Integrated laser yes
Integrated transmitter optional
Explosion-proof optional

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractor T 66, T 76, T 86
IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7

Accessories (optional) 
Manhole adapter yes 
Additional light ZSW 75

4.

1.   ORPHEUS on camera tractor T 76

2. ORPHEUS and manhole adapter

3.  ORPHEUS on T 76 with additional light and tractor tyres

4. ORPHEUS on T76 with granulated wheels

1) LCD indicator and acoustic alarm in the control unit
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IBAK ARGUS 5
Pan, tilt and rotate camera 
Deployment range  
from DN 200 upwards

 IBAK ARGUS 5 is a pan, tilt and rotate camera that can be adapted 
to the required settings for each specific inspection with a push of 
a button. Thus, pan mode (direction of view: right / left, e.g. for serv-
ice laterals) or tilt mode (direction of view: up / down, e.g. for pipe 
inverts) can be accessed with the preselection button. The other 
selectable functions “45° angle of view”, “90° angle of view” (both in 
all directions: right / left / up / down), “return to zero” and “automatic 
joint inspection” ensure highly efficient inspection procedures. 

With the ARGUS 5, the camera picture always stays right-side up 
and correctly orientated thanks to the ROTAX panning mechanism, 
even when the camera head is panned, tilted or rotated. This offers 
easy orientation for the user. 

The integrated, adjustable high-power LEDs assure optimum illu-
mination at both close and long range; inspections are also possi-
ble in larger diameter pipes without additional lighting. The left and 
right-hand lighting units can be switched on and off separately and 
follow the movements of the camera head, thus making it eas-
ier to identify defects clearly and to distinguish them from e. g. 
grout shadows. With the integrated joint gap lighting that can be 
switched on if required and the automatic joint inspection function,  
ARGUS certainly lives up to its name.

IBAK has optimised the advantages of automatic focussing with 
the innovative "one-push autofocus": whenever the camera head 
changes position or returns to the default position, the autofocus 
only needs to be triggered once and immediately generates a sharp 
picture. 

In combination with the IBAK IKAS 32 software, the integrated 
laser enables diameter, deformation and defect measurements to be 
performed easily during sewer inspections.
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Technical system data
Camera specification Pan, tilt and rotate camera
Deployment range from DN 200 upwards upwards
Dimensions ø 120 mm / length 195 mm
Weight approx. 3.5 kg
Push operation no
Tractor operation yes
Upright picture control yes 
Correctly orientated image yes 
Zoom 10x optical , 4x digital optional
F (aperture) 1.8 – 2.9
f (focal width) (mm) 4.2 – 42

Lighting
8 white high-power LEDs, 6 white  
5 mm LEDs for joint gap lighting 

Light sensitivity (lux) 1.5 lux (F 1.8, 1/50 s)
Luminous intensity (lumen) 1600 lm
Protection class IP 68 
Permissible ambient  
temperature

0° C – + 40° C during operation;  
-30° C – +70° C for storage

Test pressure 1 bar 
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1) 
Aperture function manual, automatic, remote-controlled
Panning range +/-120°
Aperture angle approx. 60° diagonally
Viewing range +/-150°
Angle of rotation endless

Focus function / range
manual, one-push autofocus,  
1 cm – ∞, remote-controlled

Sensor (inch) 1/4“
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Horizontal image resolution 460 Lines PAL
Integrated laser yes
Integrated transmitter no
Explosion-proof optional

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractor T 66, T 76, T 86
IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7

1.

2.

3.

1. IBAK ARGUS 5 on T76 with tractor tyres

2. IBAK ARGUS 5 on T 86 with ovoid pipe extension

3. IBAK ARGUS 5 with its high-power LEDs in operation

1) LCD indicator and acoustic alarm in the control unit
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 The IBAK CERBERUS is an ideal extension to all IBAK TV systems in 
order to visually evaluate the conditions of man-size sewers. 

CERBERUS is a hand-held TV camera – with its ergonomically 
designed holder, low weight and automatic aperture and focus func-
tions that can be activated if required, video recording is as easy as 
pie. The CERBERUS features all desirable camera functions such as 
a 10x optical zoom, autofocus and automatic/manual aperture.

The CERBERUS is connected to TV systems with the extension kit. 
Continuous voice contact is possible between the operator and the 
inspector, as a headset ensures interference-free communication 
with the control centre via the camera cable. So operator and inspec-
tor can work closely to perform special inspection tasks. 
Two durable high-power LED lights and the 10x optical zoom lens are 
particularly useful to show up cracks and minor defects. 

By projecting two laser points on the TV picture at a defined dis-
tance from each other, the inspector can easily estimate relative 
sizes in the picture and thus efficiently evaluate the condition of the 
sewer.

IBAK CERBERUS
Axial hand camera
Inspection of main sewers
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Technical system data
Camera specification Axial hand camera
Deployment range inspection of man-sized main sewer
Dimensions W 290 mm / H 240 mm / D 110 mm
Weight approx. 2.6 kg
Push operation no
Tractor operation no
Upright picture control no
Correctly orientated image no
Zoom 10x optical , 4x digital optional
F (aperture) 1.8 – 2.9
f (focal width) (mm) 4.2 – 42
Lighting 2x ZSW 10 with 3 high-power LEDs
Light sensitivity (lux) 1.5 lux (F 1.8, 1/50 s)
Luminous intensity (lumen) 1200 lm
Protection class IP 68 
Permissible ambient  
temperature

0° C – + 40° C during operation;  
-30° C – +70° C for storage

Test pressure 1 bar 
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1) 

Aperture function
manual, automatic,  
remote-controlled

Aperture angle approx. 60° diagonally
Viewing range 360°

Focus function / range
1 cm – ∞, manual, autofocus,  
remote-controlled

Sensor (inch) 1/4“
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Horizontal image resolution 460 Lines PAL
Integrated laser yes
Integrated transmitter no
Explosion-proof no

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractor –

IBAK coilers / winches
KT 180, KW 180, KW 305/310/505 
(only with extension kit)

IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7

 Accessories 
 Extension IBAK extension kit 

1) LCD indicator and acoustic alarm in the control unit

1.  Extension system "Audio Box B5“ to adapt CERBERUS  
to the KW 180/305/310/505 camera cable for control via the  
BS 3.5, BK 3.5.1, BS 5 or BS 7

2. CERBERUS for main sewer inspection

2.

1.

The user in the vehicle  
and the second operator  
communicate via voice contact
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IBAK RETRUS
Back-Eye Camera
Deployment range  
from DN 100 upwards

IBAK RETRUS is a back-eye camera which can be used on almost 
all IBAK camera tractors. In many situations the RETRUS provides for 
greater convenience and safety during reversing. Problematic areas 
detected during forward travel, such as protruding obstructions, 
damages and offsets are remembered during reversing, so that the 
inspector can react accordingly and prevent damage to the system. 

An optimised synchronisation between IBAK cable winches and 
IBAK camera tractors guarantees a maximum range at constant 
speed and a fast automated reversing. However, there are situations 
where controlling the reverse procedure with a back-eye camera is 
recommended. 

For example, if a steerable tractor is in a rectangular profile, 
RETRUS facilitates the reversing procedure for the inspector; a col-
lision of camera tractor and pipe wall is avoided with the back-eye 
option. 

RETRUS also offers invaluable advantages when it comes to 
reversing with a disconnected winch (synchronisation switched off). 
The danger of running over the camera cable with camera tractor is 
minimised with the back-eye camera. 
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Technical system data
Camera specification Back-Eye camera
Deployment range from DN 100 upwards
Dimensions L 100 mm / W 60 mm / H 70 mm
Weight approx. 1 kg
Push operation –
Tractor operation yes 
Upright picture control yes (fixed by camera tractor)
Correctly orientated image yes (fixed by camera tractor)
Zoom no
F (aperture) 2
f (focal width) (mm) 2.5
Lighting 2 white LEDs, controllable
Light sensitivity (lux) 0.025 lux (F 1.2, 1/50 s)
Luminous intensity (lumen) 400 lm
Protection class IP 68
Permissible ambient  
temperature

0° C – + 40° C during operation;  
-30° C – +70° C for storage

Test pressure 1 bar 
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1)

Aperture function
fixed aperture, remote-controlled 
electronic shutter

Panning range –
Aperture angle approx. 90° diagonally
Viewing range see aperture angle
Angle of rotation –
Focus function / range fix focus
Sensor (inch) 1/4“ 
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Horizontal image resolution 420 Lines PAL
Integrated laser no
Explosion-proof optional

Combinable with

IBAK camera tractor
T 66, T 76, T 86,  
LISY 3 /  T 76, LISY 3 / T 86

IBAK coilers / winches KT 180, KW 180, KW 305/310/505
IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7

1) LCD indicator and acoustic alarm in the control unit
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IBAK T 66
Camera tractor
Deployment range from DN 100 upwards

 IBAK T66 is a versatile camera tractor for the inspection of pipes 
from DN 100 upwards. It can either be used as a portable inspection 
system or for extending an existing camera tractor system. 

Different camera connections, wheel sets and a camera tractor 
attachment make it possible to configure T 66 for different require-
ments in an optimal way. It is equipped with the modular IBAK cam-
era connection so that all IBAK cameras can be operated with T 66. 
Even in connection with the two larger zoom cameras like ORPHEUS 
or ARGUS 5, a high stability and traction is achieved. 

In narrow spaces T 66 copes in combination with the camera con-
nection CC1 that can be panned and folded. Because the folding 
connector for the camera cable can also be moved horizontally and 
vertically, the camera tractor can be easily inserted into any pipe 
from DN 100 upwards, also through compact manholes as well as 
maintenance openings.

In larger pipes the use of an additional light is recommended. Even 
larger pipe diameters are easily mastered by T 66, if equipped with 
the tractor attachment FW 66. The use of FW 66 is recommended 
for DN 300 upwards and is easily mounted. 

T 66 contains an electronic stabilisation function (ATC = Automatic 
Tilt Compensation). This function ensures active overturn protection 
and lets the tractor drive safely in the pipe invert. 
Because of the modular design of T 66 and the use of only one tool 
for the conversion of individual components, there are short set-up 
times for the pipe adaptations which allows for efficient working. 

Full performance with a portable system
Combined with the IBAK pan and rotate camera ORION, the cable reel  
KT 180 and the control box BK 3.5.1, the camera tractor T 66 is a 
powerful, compact, portable inspection system. 

Extension of an existing tractor system
The power spectrum of the existing IBAK tractor systems is extended 
with the addition of the camera tractor T 66 as the T 66 makes pipe 
inspections from DN 100 upwards possible. 

CC1

CC2CC3

CC4

CC5
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Technical system data
Deployment range from DN 100 upwards
Weight approx. 9 kg (with wheel rim 93 and CC2)
Steering function yes
Speed continuously adjustable
Folding connector bends horizontally and vertically
Protection class IP 68 
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1) 
ATC 2) yes
Explosion-proof optional

Combinable with
IBAK cameras ORION, JUNO [ORPHEUS, ARGUS]

IBAK camera  
connections

CC1 (pivoted and hinged),  
CC2 (fixed), CC3 (for additional light  
operation), CC4 / CC 5 (vertically adjust-
able and for additional light operation)

IBAK cable winches
KT 180, KW 180, KW 305,  
KW 310, KW 505

IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5, BS  5, BS 7

Accessories (optional)
Tilt measurement yes
Temperature  
measurement

via temperature measurement module

Additional weights mechanical (from DN 150 upwards)
Additional light ZSW 65 

Wheel sets
rims and tyres to optimally suit  
nominal diameters, pneumatic tyres, 
granulated wheels, profiled wheels

Camera tractor  
attachment

FW 66 (from DN 300 upwards)

Back-eye camera RETRUS, from DN 100 upwards
Height adjustment yes, via camera connection CC4 / CC5 

Camera connections
various, for different  
deployment purposes 

1)  LCD indicator and acoustic alarm in the 
control unit

2)  ATC = Automatic Tilt Compensation =  
electronic stabilisation function

1.

3.

5.

7.

4.

6.

8.

2.

1. T 66 with CC2 and ORION

2.  T 66 with CC3, ORION, tractor attachment FW 66,  
additional light ZSW 65 and pneumatic tyres

3. T 66 with CC2, ORION and granulated wheels

4. T 66 with CC2, ORION and profiled wheels

5.  T 66 with CC4, ORION, additional light ZSW 65  
and additional weight

6.  T 66 with CC4, ORION, additional light ZSW 65 
and tractor attachment FW 66

7.  T 66 with CC2, ARGUS 5 and tractor attachment FW 66

8. T 66 with CC1, ORION and mixed tyres
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 IBAK T76 is a robust and steerable camera tractor for the inspection 
of pipes from DN 150 upwards. 
In combination with a lowering device, the vertically and horizontally 
bendable folding connector for the camera cable and the bendable 
camera connection assure easy handling: the camera tractor is easily 
and conveniently introduced into every pipe from DN 150 upwards – 
with the corresponding accessories also through manholes with dia-
meters from DN 300 and DN 400 upwards.

The wheel sets are supplied with the camera tractor and the opti-
onally available integrated electronic height-adjusting device; this 
allows convenient inspections with a centred camera in pipe diame-
ters from DN 700 upwards. For pipes with larger diameters, suitable 
accessories are available. 

T  76 has an electronic stabilising function which automatically 
guides the camera tractor back into the pipe invert if its position devi-
ates. All components and sub-assemblies are designed for maxi-
mum robustness and reliability. 

The T 76 as well as the T 86 are designed as a modular assembly 
system consisting of the camera tractor base, the camera base, a 
height-adjusting unit and wheels. Both tractors can easily be assem-
bled and reconfigured as necessary by the user with just a few man-
ual actions required. 

Customers with an IBAK KRA 75 or 85 can use their existing 
wheels on the T 76 and the T 86. 

4.

IBAK T 76
Camera tractor
Deployment range from  
DN 150 upwards
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Technical system data
Deployment range from DN 150 upwards

Weight
approx. 21 kg  
(with wheel rim 93 and CB3)

Steering function yes
Speed continuously adjustable
Folding connector bends horizontally and vertically
Protection class IP 68 
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1) 
ATC 5) yes
Explosion-proof optional

Combinable with
IBAK cameras JUNO, ORION, ORPHEUS, ARGUS
IBAK camera base camera connection CB3, LISY 3, CB3S
IBAK cable winches KW 180, KT 180, KW 305 / 310 / 505
IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7

Accessories (optional) 
Tilt measurement yes
Temperature  
measurement

yes, via temperature measurement 
module

Additional weights from DN 300 upwards

Additional light
ZSW 65 from DN 200 upwards,  
ZSW 75 from DN 300 upwards

Wheel sets
rims and tyres to optimally suit the pipe 
diameter, pneumatic tyres, granulated 
wheels, profiled wheels

Tractor attachments

ovoid pipe extension / overturn protec-
tion from 200 / 300 mm or from DN 300 
upwards; tractor attachment from DN 
800 upwards

Back-eye camera RETRUS, from DN 150 upwards
Drive unit for lateral  
inspection

LISY 3

Height adjustment electric, lift of up to 210 mm

1. T 76 with camera connection CB 3 

2.  T 76 with camera connection CB 3, ARGUS 5 and 
electronic height-adjusting device

3.  T 76 with camera connection CB 3 and ORPHEUS

4.  T76 with ORPHEUS, electronic height-adjusting 
device and granulated tyres

5.  T76 with ORPHEUS, electronic height-adjusting 
device and pneumatic tyres

1.

2.

3.

1) LCD indicator and acoustic alarm in the control unit
2) ATC = Automatic Tilt Compensation = electronic stabilisation function
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IBAK T 86
Camera tractor
Deployment range  
from DN 200* upwards

 IBAK T86 is an efficient camera tractor for the inspection of pipes DN  
200 upwards. Its powerful drive enables it to perform proficient pipe 
inspections also over long distances.

The electrically height-adjusting device available as an option posi-
tions the camera optimally in the sewer pipe. In combination with the 
lowering device, the folding connector that bends horizontally/verti-
cally for the camera cable and the camera connection ensure simple 
and safe introduction of the camera tractor into the pipe. 

After inspection, the fast reverse speed makes it possible to finish 
the work procedure quickly. 
All components and sub-assemblies are designed for maximum 
robustness and reliability. 

The T 76 (see previous pages) as well as the T 86 are designed as a 
modular assembly system consisting of the camera tractor base, the 
camera base, a height-adjusting unit and wheels. Both tractors can 
easily be assembled and reconfigured as necessary by the user with 
just a few manual actions required. 

Customers with an IBAK KRA 75 or 85 can use their existing 
wheels on the T76 and the T86.
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1) LCD indicator and acoustic alarm in the control unit
2) ATC = Automatic Tilt Compensation = electronic stabilisation function

* with ARGUS 5: from 225 DN upwards

Technical system data
Deployment range from DN 200* upwards

Weight approx. 35 kg  
(with size 93 rims and CB 3)

Steering function no
Speed continuously adjustable
Folding connector bends horizontally and vertically
Protection class IP 68 
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1) 
ATC 2) no
Explosion-proof optional

Combinable with
IBAK cameras JUNO, ORION, ORPHEUS, ARGUS
IBAK camera base camera connection CB3, LISY 3, CB3S
IBAK cable winches KT 180, KW 180, KW 305 / 310 / 505
IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7

Accessoires (optional) 
Tilt measurement yes
Temperature  
measurement

yes, via temperature measurement  
module

Additional weights from DN 300 upwards

Additional light
ZSW 65 from DN 200 upwards,  
ZSW 75 from DN 300 upwards

Wheel sets
rims and tyres to optimally suit  
nominal diameters, pneumatic tyres,  
granulated wheels profiled wheels

Tractor attachments
ovoid pipe extension / overturn protection 
from 250 / 375 mm or from  
DN 300; tractor attachment from DN 800

Back-eye camera RETRUS, from DN 300 upwards
Drive unit  
for lateral inspection

LISY 3

Height adjustment
electric, from DN 225,  
lift of up to 210 mm

1. T 86 with camera connection CB 3 

2.  T 86 with camera connection CB 3, ARGUS 5, 
 electronic height-adjusting device

1.

2.
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IBAK LISY 3
Lateral inspection module  
for T  76 and T 86
Deployment range from  
DN 150 upwards

The module IBAK LISY 3  turns the IBAK camera tractors T  76 and 
T  86 into a lateral inspection system and can be operated in mainline 
sewers of DN 150 diameter upwards. An articulated joint provides for 
easy entry into sewers, even if there is a bend in the channel. With 
the pluggable height spacer elements contained in the assembly kit, 
the camera tractor can be easily adapted to the pipe diameter with 
LISY 3. 

With LISY 3, laterals of DN 100 upwards can be inspected from 
mainline sewers. The attachable control camera LISYCam 3, which 
is used to continuously monitor the position of the equipment and 
which assists with inserting and forward feeding of the inspection 
camera (JUNO, ORION, ORION L), assures a convenient workflow. 
The safety of the inspection system is assured by the pressure moni-
toring sensor system. 

For cleaning and inspection in a single operation, a PHOBOS series 
flushing nozzle can be attached to the push rod of the KW LISY Syn-
chron winch or KT 220. 

The LISY 3, in combination with the camera tractor T 76 / T 86, 
is a robust and durable inspection system which meets individual 
requirements and not only its high propulsion speed but also its easy 
handling make it very appealing.

7.

1.

2. 3.

5.

4.
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Technical system data

Deployment range
from DN 150 upwards (T 76) 
from DN 200 upwards (T 86)

Weight approx. 9 kg (only LISY 3 module)
Steering function yes (T 76), no (T 86)
Speed depending on the tractor
Folding connector on tractor T76 / T86
Protection class IP 68 
Pressure monitoring 4 integrated pressure sensors 1)

ATC 2) depending on the tractor
Explosion-proof optional
Height adjustment mechanical (up to DN 300 inclusive)

Combinable with
IBAK cameras JUNO, ORION, ORION L
IBAK camera tractor T 76, T 86

IBAK coilers / winches
KW LISY Sync. or KT 220  
plus KW 305 / 310 / 505

IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5, BS5, BS 7

Accessories (optional) 
Tilt measurement yes (accessory T 76/T 86)
Height adjustment mechanical (from DN 300 upwards)

Temperature  
measurement

in preparation (with temperature  
measurement module as accessory  
for T 76/T 86)

Additional weights
from DN 300 upwards (accessory 
T 76/T 86)

Observation camera
Observation camera FK40F with  
integrated high-power LED from  
DN 300 upwards

Wheel sets yes (accessory T 76/T 86)

Camera tractor  
attachment

ovoid pipe extension / overturn protection 
from 200 / 300 mm upwards or from  
DN 400 upwards (accessory T 76 / T 86)

Cleaning package

yes, for the inspection and cleaning  
in one work step (with flushing nozzle  
PHOBOS), deployment range from  
DN 200 upwards 

1. IBAK LISY 3 

2. IBAK LISYCam3

3. IBAK F K 40 F (optional)

4. IBAK LISY 3 height adjustment

5. IBAK T  76

6.  IBAK LISY 3 on T 86 with  
height spacers and ORION L

7. and 8. IBAK LISY 3 on T 76 with ORION L

8.

6.

1) LCD indicator and acoustic alarm in the control unit
2) ATC = Automatic Tilt Compensation = electronic stabilisation function
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IBAK PANORAMO 150
Camera system / 3D Scanner
Deployment range from DN 150 upwards

The IBAK PANORAMO 150 is a steerable camera system for deploy-
ment from DN 150 upwards. As with the well-established PANO-
RAMO (from DN 200 upwards) and the manhole camera PANO-
RAMO SI, it boasts tried and tested 3D scanner technology – the 
user receives a 3D film containing the complete recordings of the 
entire pipe inspection as well as a processed illustration. Priceless 
advantage: irrespective of the actual sewer inspection, it is possi-
ble to evaluate the condition in the office at any time – just as if the 
inspector was live on-site. The viewer can move freely in the sewer 
pipe without any viewing restrictions, stop at any position, pan round 
360°, zoom, look into inlets and even look backwards – all this with-
out interfering with the recorded image material. All objects such as 
displaced joints, protruding pipe connections etc. can be viewed in 
detail from all sides. 

The PANORAMO 150 is ideally suited for the inspection of DN 200 
pipes repaired with inliners. A range of rims and wheels are naturally 
available for the PANORAMO 150 as well as profiled and granulated 
wheels for the respective nominal size. With the mechanical height 
adjustment PANORAMO 150 also masters bigger nominal diame-
ters and is therefore a flexible and versatile device that completes 
the PANORAMO family. 
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Technical system data
Deployment range from DN 150 upwards

Weight
approx. 13 kg  
(with tractor base + size 93 rims)

Steering function yes
Speed continuously adjustable
Folding connector bends horizontally and vertically
Protection class IP 68 
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1)

ATC 2) yes
Explosion-proof optional
Height adjustment yes, mechanically

Combinable with

IBAK cameras
not applicable; 2 fisheye cameras  
integrated 

IBAK winches KW 310, KW 505
IBAK control systems BS 5, BS 7

 Accessories (optional) 
Tilt measurement yes
Temperature  
measurement

no

Additional weights yes
Additional light no

Wheel sets
rims and tyres to optimally suit nominal 
diameters, pneumatic tyres, granulated 
wheels, profiled wheels

Camera tractor attachment no
Software IKAS 32 PANORAMO-Analysis 

1) LCD indicator and acoustic alarm in the control unit
2) ATC = Automatic Tilt Compensation = electronic stabilisation function

Size comparison:  
PANORAMO and PANORAMO 150

1.

2.

1.  PANORAMO 150 with granulated wheels

2. PANORAMO 150 with profiled wheels
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IBAK PANORAMO
Camera system / 3D Scanner
Deployment range  
from DN 200 upwards

The PANORAMO principle
The IBAK PANORAMO, unlike conventional sewer TV systems, uses 
two high-resolution digital photo cameras with 185° fisheye lenses, 
which each take images at distances of 5 cm. Due to the extremely 
wide angle an all-round view of a pipe section is therefore captured 
every 5 cm. These pipe section sequences are transmitted digitally 
to the inspection vehicle, where they are put together using PANO-
RAMO software to create a true 3D interior view of the complete 
sewer pipe, in and against the direction of travel. In contrast to video 
technology, where constant lighting and a rotating camera cause a 
high degree of image blurring, the short Xenon flashes permanently 
illuminate the pipe sufficiently to guarantee top quality, pin sharp 
images at high inspection speeds of up to 35 cm per second. 

IBAK PANORAMO boasts unique scanner technology for highly-effi-
cient sewer pipe inspections; on the one hand, pipe inspections can 
be carried out at a substantially higher speed than with conventional 
systems. On the other hand, the user receives a processed illustra-
tion in addition to the 3D film containing the seamless recording of 
the entire pipe inspection. 

Priceless advantage: irrespective of the actual sewer inspection, it 
is possible to evaluate the condition in the office at any time – just 
as if the inspector was live on-site. The viewer can move freely in 
the sewer pipe without any viewing restrictions, stop at any posi-
tion, pan round 360°, zoom, look into inlets and even look backwards 

– all this without interfering with the recorded image material. 
All objects such as displaced joints, protruding pipe connections etc. 
can be viewed in detail from all sides. 

In addition to the possibility of inspecting sewer pipes using the 
scanner technology, the PANORAMO digital cameras (see right "the 
PANORAMO principle") allow the operator to set the video mode for 
the image display during the inspection run when passing significant 
sections. In this way moving elements such as running water can 
be presented, as with conventional sewer cameras.

Position A: 

Photo taken with the front camera

Position B: 

Photo taken with the rear camera

Travelling direction 
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Technical system data
Deployment range from DN 200 upwards

Weight
approx. 46 kg  
(with tractor base + size 108 rims)

Steering function no
Speed freely adjustable, max. 35 cm / sec.
Folding connector moves horizontally and vertically
Protection class IP 68 
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1)

ATC 2) no
Explosion-proof optional

Combinable with

IBAK cameras
not applicable; 2 fisheye cameras  
integrated 

IBAK cable winches KW 310, KW 505
IBAK control systems BS 5, BS 7

Accessories (optional) 
Tilt measurement yes
Temperature measurement no 
Additional weights from DN 300 upwards
Additional light no

Wheel sets
rims and tyres to optimally suit the 
pipe diameter, pneumatic tyres, 
granulated wheels

Tractor attachments
ovoid pipe extension / overturn pro-
tection from 250 / 375 mm upwards 
or from DN 400 upwards

Height adjustment
electric, from DN 250 upwards,  
lift of up to 210 mm

Software IKAS 32 PANORAMO-Analysis 

1. View of projecting obstruction in travelling direction

2. View of projecting obstruction against travelling direction 

3.  PANORAMO unfolded view for a quick overview  
of the entire inspection.

4. PANORAMO with electronic height-adjusting device 

1. 2.

3.

4.
1) LCD indicator and acoustic alarm in the control unit 
2) ATC = Automatic Tilt Compensation = electronic stabilisation function
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With the IBAK-PANORAMO SI, the user also has the distinctive 
advantages of PANORAMO technology at their disposal for manhole 
inspection. The result is the complete and rapid optical evaluation of 
the condition of manholes. 
The 3D scanner uses two high-resolution digital cameras with spe-
cially designed distortion-free wide-angle lenses, which optically 
scan the entire interior of the manhole in a few seconds in one single 
vertical run. The digitally transmitted image data is at the operator‘s 
disposal immediately as a live picture. The condition of the manhole 
is then evaluated optionally in the office or directly on site.

Unlike a video film from a conventional pan and rotate camera, which 
only shows the section of view saved at the time of recording, the  
IBAK PANORAMO SI viewer software provides a seamless inspec-
tion of the manhole. The inspector can stop at any position in the 
manhole, pan 360°, zoom and save snapshots. 

 Simultaneously, an unfolded view of the manhole can be gener-
ated. This gives a rapid overview of the condition of the structure and 
enables the user to measure objects on the manhole walls. 

For further assessment of the data the IBAK sewer analysis soft-
ware IKAS 32, option PANORAMO SI manhole inspection, is avail-
able. With this software PANORAMO SI videos are analysed easily 
and efficiently. 

The results are inspection reports and inspection data to suit all 
common data interfaces. The licence-free IBAK viewer software pro-
vides the customer with a complete overview. 

The manhole inspection camera IBAK PANORAMO SI can be oper-
ated as an extension to IBAK PANORAMO inspection systems with 
a BS 5 control unit, or as a built-in module for a vehicle (e.g. VW T5) 

IBAK PANORAMO SI
3D Scanner for manhole inspection
Deployment range from  
DN 300 upwards

PANORAMO SI as pallet installation kit for the VW T5 (autarkic compact 
module) and as extension to an inspection system
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Technical system data

Deployment range
from DN 300 upwards,  
manhole inspection 

Weight approx. 7.5 kg
Speed max. 35 cm/sec.
Protection class IP 68 
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1)

Explosion-proof optional

Combinable with

IBAK cameras
not applicable; 2 fisheye cameras  
integrated

IBAK cable winches KW 310, KW 505, KW 180 SI 1)

IBAK control systems BS 5, BS 7

 Accessories (optional) 

Safety stand, aluminium
e.g. for the recording of the  
deflection roller

Deflection roller yes, with support
As autarkic compact module 
to be built into vehicle 

yes, e.g. for VW T5

Software IKAS 32 PANORAMO-Analysis

As an extension to the IBAK IKAS 32 inspection software the “3D mea-
surement” offers with the option “PANORAMO analysis” the possibil-
ity of measuring objects. With a few mouse clicks lines, polylines and 
circles can be defined. Measurements taken are highlighted in colour 
and displayed in the viewer.

The 3D point cloud allows users to measure nearly any feature in a manhole. The point cloud can be exported in 
DXF format for processing further in a suitable CAD program. Below the unfolded view, the virtual pan & tilt view, 
and the 3D point cloud view.

1) LCD indicator and acoustic alarm in the control unit
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IBAK HSP 40 and HSP 60 are manual coilers and hold 40 or 60 
metres of the IBAK "Magic Push Rods". This is a guide hose contain-
ing both the camera cable and the push rod. The semi-rigid, easy-
grip propulsion hose provides exceptionally long push lengths and a 
unique bend-passing capability. A cable equalising amplifier for high 
picture quality and a length measuring device are installed in the coil-
ers. The coiler can be supplemented with a control unit (BK 3.X) or 
connected to IBAK cable winches with an IBAK extension kit.

Example for extension  
system with cable winch

Example for using HSP  
with BK 3.5.1

JUNO

HSP

BOX B

KW 180 / KW 305

BK 3.5.1

HYDRUS

ORION

ORION L

IBAK HSP
Manual coiler
Coiler support frame with  
cable roll and transport handle

IBAK HSP 40

 IBAK HSP 60

BE 3.5
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Technical system data

Product classification
manual coiler for inspections 
in push operation

Max. cable length 
HSP 40:  40 m 
HSP 60: 60 m

Width x height x depth

HSP 40:
approx. 570 x (700 – 980) x 360 mm
HSP 60:
approx. 700 x 900 x 360 mm

Weight with push rod
HSP 40:  20 kg 
HSP 60: 24 kg

Cable equalising amplifier yes 
Length measurement yes 
Length display in the control unit / display
Motor-driven no
Even winding of cable not applicable – manual rewind
Protection class IP 54 
Explosion-proof 
(push rod)

optional

Combinable with
IBAK cameras HYDRUS, JUNO, ORION, ORION L
IBAK extension various, for BK 3.X, BS 3, BS 5, BS 7
IBAK control systems BK 3.X, BS 3, BS 5, BS 7

Accessories (optional) 
Vehicle mounting kit yes 
Extension systems yes 

1.

2.

1. IBAK HSP, handbrake

2.   IBAK HSP, slip ring conductor with plug
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IBAK KT 180, adjustable cable guide for correctly-positioned cable winding

IBAK KT 180
Cable reel
Portable

IBAK KT  180 is a portable 
cable reel which can hold up to  
200 m of camera cable. A cable 
equalising amplifier for high pic-
ture quality and a length measur-
ing device are integrated into the 
cable reel. The drive motor and a 
swivel cable guide device help 
the operator to wind the camera 
cable evenly. 

To ensure convenient and flex-
ible operation, the cable reel 
is equipped with wheels and a 
folding transport handle.
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Technical system data
Product classification portable cable reel
Max. cable length 200 m
Width x height x depth 310 x 610 x 670 mm
Weight with 180 m cable: 31 kg
Cable equalising  
amplifier

yes

Length measurement / 
display

yes 

Motor-driven motor-supported winding device
Even winding of cable yes
Remote control available as accessory (optional)
Protection class IP 54
Emergency-stop 
switch

yes 

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractor T 66, T 76, T 86, 
IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5

Accessories (optional) 
Remote control yes
Extension system yes (VT 50)
Vehicle mounting kit yes (telescopic rails)

 IBAK KT 180, transport handle Vehicle mounting kit for the KT 180

 IBAK KT 180 with extension cable VT 50 for the extension  
of the radius of action. VT 50 is available as an accessory.
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IBAK KW 180
Cable winch
motor-driven

1.IBAK KW 180 is a stationary, motor-driven cable winch and holds 
up to 200 m of camera cable. The powerful motor and an automatic 
winding device ensure level winding of the camera cable. A cable 
equalising amplifier for high picture quality and a length measuring 
device are integrated into the cable winch. A workplace light can be 
installed on the boom with deflection pulley. If necessary, the cable 
winch can also be operated using the remote control unit (e.g. from 
the rear of the vehicle). 
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Technical system data
Product classification cable winch
Max. cable length 200 m

Width x height x depth
330 x 520 x 630 mm  
(without boom)

Weight
with 180 m cable: 41 kg  
(with boom)

Cable equalising  
amplifier

yes

Length measurement / 
display

yes – display on the monitor  
and on the cable winch

Motor-driven yes
Even winding of cable yes 
Remote control yes 
Protection class IP 54
Emergency-stop switch yes 

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractor T 66, T 76, T 86
IBAK control systems BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5

Accessories (optional) 
Remote control yes 
Extension system yes, various
Workplace light yes 

1. IBAK KW 180, automatic cable guide

 2. IBAK KW 180, length counter device 

3. IBAK KW 180, remote control

2. 3.
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IBAK KW 305 / 310 / 505
Cable winches with integrated boom 
Fully automatic, motor-driven 

IBAK KW 305, KW 310 and KW 505 are fully automatic, motor-
driven cable winches which hold up to 600 m (KW 505 with BS5) 
of camera cable. All three are designed for the operation with IBAK 
camera tractors and cameras. Furthermore, the IBAK LISY camera 
tractors, in combination with the LISY reels, are operated with KW 
305/310/505.  The IBAK optoscanner PANORAMO, PANORAMO 150 
and PANORAMO SI can be operated with KW 310 and KW 505 (with 
FO cable).

The integrated traction-regulating device synchronises camera 
tractor and cable winch operation: the cable is coiled and uncoiled 
onto the winch according to the speed of the camera tractor. This 
intelligent regulating system prevents the camera tractor from run-
ning over the camera cable and at the same time ensures that the 
camera tractor reverses at a consistent speed.

The swivel boom enables exact positioning of the camera system 
over the manhole. The respective camera system can then be low-
ered safely and accurately into the manhole with the hoisting rope 
winch, whilst the integrated workplace light provides optimum illu-
mination of the manhole opening. The automatic cable guide device 
ensures level winding of the camera cable onto the winch. 

Furthermore the user can take advantage of the autostop function. 
This stops the camera tractor automatically at freely definable posi-
tions when it is moving in reverse direction and this is particularly 
useful when it is approaching the entry manhole: a further example 
of the great user-friendliness of IBAK inspection systems. 

Picture transmission on the KW 505 is performed digitally via optical 
fibre without loss and fail-safe. The KW 505 can also be equipped 
with a thinner, lighter fibre optic cable to allow the cable winch to 
accommodate up to 600 metres and be operated on the BS5. 

KW 305 KW 505
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Technical system data
Product classification fully automatic, motor-driven cable winch 

Max. cable length 
KW 305: 300 m
KW 310: 400 m
KW 505: 600 m

Width x height x depth 
(without boom)

KW 305: approx. 500 x 780 x 720 mm
KW 310: approx. 550 x 780 x 760 mm 
KW 505: approx. 550 x 860 x 900 mm

Weight  
(with boom)

KW 305: with 300 m cable: 105 kg
KW 310: with 400 m cable: 135 kg 
KW 505: with 500 m cable: 170 kg

Cable equalising  
amplifier

KW 305: yes 
KW 310: not required (digital technology)
KW 505: not required (digital technology)

Length measurement / 
display

yes – display on the monitor  
and on the cable winch

Motor-driven yes
Even winding  
of cable 

yes, automatic

Remote control yes
Protection class IP 54
Emergency-stop switch yes 
Hoisting rope winch1) yes 

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractor T 66, T 76, T 86

IBAK control systems
KW 305: BK 3.5.1, BS 3.5 
KW 310: BS 5, BS 7 
KW 505: BS 5, BS 7

IBAK camera systems
KW 305: LISY 3 
KW 310/ 505:  
All PANORAMO models, LISY 3

Accessories (optional) 
Extension system yes
Workplace light yes 
Cable deflection device yes, various
Positioning roller PANORAMO SI yes, for KW 505 and 310
Telescopic boom yes, for KW 505
Foot switch for hoisting rope winch yes 

1) for insertion of the camera system

  1.  IBAK KW 305 /310/ 505, cable deflection device 
for difficult to access manholes

2. IBAK KW 305/310/505, foot switch for hoisting rope winch

3. IBAK KW 505, PANORAMO SI positioning roller

1.

2.

3.
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The IBAK LISY winches hold up to 180 m of camera cable. They sup-
ply the JUNO, ORION or ORION L camera with camera cable and 
push rod when operating with the IBAK LISY inspection system. Two 
different versions of the LISY cable winches are available: the motor-
driven cable winch IBAK KW LISY Synchron for permanent installa-
tion in an inspection vehicle and the manual cable reel IBAK KT 220. 

The cable winch KW LISY Synchron can hold up to 180 m of cam-
era cable; of which 40 m are for the so-called “Magic Push Rod": 
This is a guide hose containing both the camera cable and the push 
rod. The semi-rigid propulsion hose provides excellent bend-passing 
capability and powerful propulsion and achieves long push lengths 
during lateral service inspections.

The KW LISY Synchron is motor-driven; winding on and off the 
cable is automatically synchronised by an electronic regulating device 
to the speed of the cable winch in operation (e.g. KW 305 or 505) and 
the LISY 3 camera tractor that is connected to it. This ensures particu-
larly convenient and efficient working procedures.

The cable reel IBAK KT 220 is the manual version for KW LISY opera-
tion. It holds 130 m of camera cable including 40 m of “Magic Push 
Rod” (guide hose with camera cable and push rod). The KT 220 is the 
version for installation in vehicles with limited capacity and payload. 
Telescopic rails are available for the KT 220 as an option.

IBAK LISY 3 / T 76 =>  
connected to KW 505

IBAK ORION L => connected to 
LISY Synchron winch

IBAK LISY Synchron

Application example

IBAK LISY winches
Cable reel KT 220
Cable winch KW LISY Synchron
Cable reel or winch for  
IBAK LISY operation
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Technical system data

Product classification
Cable reel / cable winch with  
camera cable and push rod  
for IBAK-LISY operation

Max. cable length 
KT 220: 130 m, KW LISY Synchron: 
180 m, incl. 40 m push rod

Width x height x depth 
(without boom)

KT 220: 320 / 560 / 520 mm 
KW LISY: 410 / 540 / 680 mm

Weight (with boom)
KT 220: approx. 31.5 kg 
KW LISY: approx. 52 kg

Cable equalising amplifier yes
Length measurement / 
display

not applicable, because integrated  
in KW 305 / 310 / 505

Motor-driven KT 220: no | KW LISY: yes
Correctly-positioned  
even winding

KW LISY: yes, automatic
KT 220: not applicable

Remote control KW LISY: yes | KT 220: no
Protection class IP 54
Emergency-stop switch yes

Hoisting rope winch1) not applicable, because integrated  
in KW 305 / 310 / 505

Combinable with
IBAK cameras JUNO, ORION, ORION L

IBAK camera tractor
LISY 3 (T76, T86)
in conjunction with KW 305 / 310 / 505

IBAK control systems BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7

1) for insertion of the camera system

IBAK LISY 3 / T 76 =>  
connected to KW 505

LISY Synchron:  
up to 180 m of camera cable  
incl. 40 m push rod

Cable winch IBAK KW 505

IBAK KT 220

Application example
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The IBAK MiniLite is a compact push camera system for the inspec-
tion of house and property drainage systems. It combines extreme 
stability with easy handling and is easy to operate after a short train-
ing period.

For use in pipes with smaller diameters the MiniLite is equipped 
with a 30 m long push rod (Magic Push Rod) with 12 mm diame-
ter and the bend-capable IBAK HYDRUS firmly attached to the push 
rod. For longer distances there is an exchange basket with a stable 
15 mm push rod which can be equipped with different camera heads 
(pluggable HYDRUS, JUNO, ORION, ORION L). 

When used in conjunction with an ORION 2.5 or 2.7,  a diameter 
measurement can be performed automatically with one button push. 
This option can be ordered when purchasing a new MiniLite. A ret-
rofit is also possible.

The large 10.4" display of the MiniLite provides an excellent image 
with all camera versions. If the MiniLite is operated with the ORION 
or the steerable ORION L, the rotating head with integrated location 
transmitter is controlled via the keys on the control unit. The insertion 
of text or the storage of image or video data onto a SD card is easy. 
The membrane keyboard is particularly large, so that data can also be 
entered when wearing gloves. Furthermore, the entire surface of the 
control panel is splash-proof and easy to clean.

IBAK MiniLite
Compact push camera system 
Deployment range from  
DN 50 upwards

Adjustable transport holder
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1)  facilitates the generation of a complete inspection report in the common interface formats in 
the office

Technical system data
Product classification compact push camera system

Max. cable length 
40 m (exchange basket 500/15)
30 m (exchange basket 500/12)

Width x height x depth
385 x 680 x 630 mm  
(without control panel)

Dimensions control 
panel

W x H x D: 320 x 62 x 500 mm

Monitor splash-proof (IP54), daylight suitable
Weight control panel approx. 5 kg
Weight coiler approx. 18 kg (incl. exchange basket)
Data storage via SD card (digital images and videos)
Explosion protection 
monitoring for 

Explosion protection monitoring  
for ORION Ex

Length measurement / 
display

yes 

Combinable with
IBAK cameras HYDRUS, JUNO, ORION, ORION L 
IBAK extension yes
IBAK control systems control system integrated

Accessories (optional) 

Exchange basket

500/12 with camera HYDRUS incl. 30 m 
push rod, used from DN 50 upwards
500/15 incl. 40 m push rod, used from 
DN 100 upwards

Software IKAS 32 office, option "Video Analysis"1) 
Mains cable with built-in personal protection switch
Power Pack yes, 24VDC 4,5Ah

MiniLite with extension and power pack 
(without control panel)
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IBAK MobiLite
Compact push camera system 
Deployment range from  
DN 50 upwards

The IBAK MobiLite is a compact push camera system for the inspec-
tion of house and property drainage systems. It combines extreme 
stability with easy handling and is easy to operate after a short train-
ing period.

With the MobiLite, comprehensive, complete and standardised 
documentation (per DIN EN 13508) is generated on-site. The inspec-
tion films are saved as MPEG-1/2/4 videos on the hard drive.

The MobiLite is equipped with a 50 m long and 15 mm thick bend-
able push rod (Magic Push Rod). If you connect an IBAK pan and 
rotate camera (ORION or ORION L), it can be easily operated via the 
joystick integrated into the control panel. The PC is operated by pen 
navigation on the graphic tablet.

The high-quality, detachable 12" monitor is suitable for use in day-
light and generates excellent images due to its high resolution. 

Due to its robust design, the MobiLite can be used in all weather 
conditions. 

Adjustable transport holder
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External Counter,  
optional for MobiLite

Brake at the basket to avoid unin-
tentional winding up of the push 
rod; further, the propelling force 
of the push rod can be adjusted 

Technical system data
Product classification compact push camera system

Max. cable length 
30 m (exchange basket 500/12)
40 m (exchange basket 500/15)
50 m (exchange basket 600/15)

Width x height x depth
400 x 780 x 720 mm 
(without control panel)

Dimensions control 
panel

W x H x D: 340 x 270 x 300 mm

Monitor
splash-proof (IP54),  
daylight suitable

Weight control panel approx. 5 kg
Weight coiler approx. 29.5 kg (incl. exchange basket)

Data storage

storage of photos, videos and  
inspection reports in the integrated PC 
onto the hard drive; data transfer via 
USB port

Explosion-proof  Explosion protection monitoring for 
ORION Ex

Cable equalising  
amplifier

yes

Length measurement / 
display

yes

  

Combinable with
IBAK cameras HYDRUS, JUNO, ORION, ORION L 
IBAK extension no

IBAK control systems
PC integrated, inspection software: 
IKAS evolution or IKAS32-MobiLite 1)

Accessories (optional) 

Exchange basket

500/12 with camera HYDRUS incl. 30 m 
push rod, used from DN 50 upwards
500/15 incl. 40 m push rod, used from 
DN 100 upwards 
600/15 incl. 50 m push rod, used from 
DN 100 upwards

Software
IKAS32 option "NAVIGATOR" 2)  
and much more

Mains cable with built-in personal protection switch
External Counter yes, to mount onto coiler

1)  generates inspection reports in the common interface formats 
2)  facilitates the identification of the 3D lateral run (X, Y, Z coordinates) 
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The control box IBAK BK 3.5.1 is easily transported in the box hous-
ing thanks to its compact design. Installed into an inspection vehicle 
as well as a portable unit, BK 3.5.1 facilitates the operation of IBAK 
inspection systems. 

All functions of the camera tractor and the camera can be control-
led and operated with the two joysticks, the control buttons and the 
integrated keyboard. At the same time, the operating status of the 
individual system components is clearly indicated on a 5.7" colour 
display. 

The actual inspection is monitored from a 12" TFT colour monitor 
with excellent picture reproduction, which is installed in the lid to 
ensure user-friendliness. In addition, texts and symbols can be over-
laid on the video picture via the keyboard and an integrated data dis-
play generator. 

Optionally, the BK 3.5.1 control box can also be equipped with a 
PC module. This makes it IKAS 32 capable and permits a complete 
analysis of the condition of the inspected sewer on-site (please refer 
to the IKAS 32 brochure for functions and data interfaces).

For clear menu guidance, the IKAS 32 BK edition software includes 
a specially optimised analysis assistant, which enables the parallel 
display of the video image and software dialogues on the screen. 
The video images can be digitised in MPEG format. Furthermore, an 
external mouse can be connected to the PC module and data trans-
fer is also possible via the USB port or a network interface (LAN). 

The video data in MPEG 4 format can be transferred to a memory 
card (Accessory SD-Option) without using your existing (or with a 
switched off) PC. 

The firmware update can be carried out by the user with the aid of 
a standard SD card.

IBAK BK 3.5.1
Control box
Mobile control and operating unit 
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Technical system data
Product classification control box
Monitor TFT monitor, 12", control display 5.7"
Width x height x depth 550 x 296 x 350 mm (with handle)
Weight approx. 19 kg (w/o PC), 21 kg (w PC)
Data display generator yes
Video output yes
Input for external  
keyboard

yes

TV standard NTSC / PAL
Digital video recording 
MPEG / JPEG (optional)

Storage of digital videos  
and pictures on SD card

Data storage with PC 
module and IKAS 32 
(optional)

Storage of digital videos, individual  
images/photos and inspection reports; 
data transfer via USB interface or LAN

Operating voltage 100-240 VAC +6% -10%, 50/60 Hz
Length measurement / 
display

yes

Combinable with

IBAK cameras
HYDRUS, JUNO, ORION, ORION L, 
ORPHEUS, ARGUS 5 

IBAK tractors T66, T76, T86
IBAK winches KT 180, KW 180, KW 305
IBAK coilers HSP 40, HSP 60
IBAK extension VT 50 A and B, Box A and Box B

Accessories
IBAK software IKAS 32
IBAK extension extension cable reel VT 50
SD-Option MPEG / JPG-Recorder / Data Memory SD

PC-Module
PC Module for Control Box BK 3.5.1 for 
IKAS 32 BK Edition, video digitisation, 
MPEG 1/2/4

Two USB ports (only active with PC module), 
LAN interface, audio out / in, RS 232 interface 
to connect the electronic data display generator 
(EDE) with an external PC, PA potential levelling 
connection, PC switch on/off for optional PC 
module, coiler/reel connection, mains cable

1.  Control buttons for the monitor,  
Y/C video out and composite colour video in/out on the inside of the lid

2. Card slot for video recording unit (optional)

1. 2.
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IBAK BS 3.5 / BS 7
Control system for IBAK inspection systems
Control slot BE 3.5, / BE 7
Control panel/ console combination BP 3.5 and keyboard

IBAK BS 3.5 and BS 7 are operating systems for IBAK inspection 
systems for fixed installation in an inspection vehicle. This central 
control and operating unit consists of an ergonomically designed 
control panel, a 19" rack and a keyboard. 
All current IBAK tractors, winches and cameras can be operated with 
it, the connected components are automatically identified by the sys-
tem. The BS 7 copes with cable lengths up to 500 m and controls all 
IBAK PANORAMO systems.

The tractor and the camera are operated in a user-friendly man-
ner with both joysticks. It is also possible to stipulate which joystick 
is to be responsible for the operation of individual components, by 
means of a preset implemented via the integrated touch-screen in 
the control panel. 

The touch-screen also offers the user numerous other possibilities, 
such as an information menu where all assembled components and 
components identified by the system are displayed on a colour dis-
play. In addition, various features can be controlled, such as light 
intensity, different functions of the camera and the tractor as well as 
further system-relevant options. 

Damage descriptions, symbols or comments entered via the key-
board can be overlaid with the integrated data display generator into 
the video image.

Furthermore, the connection of video recording devices is also 
possible. Spoken comments can be recorded using the integrated 
microphone in the control panel; the audio output enables saving of 
these voice-overs synchronously to the inspection video. 
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Technical system data

Product classification control system for operating IBAK  
cameras and camera tractors

Monitor 5.7" colour display, touch operation

Width x height x depth
control panel BP 3.5: 770 x 100 x 390 mm 
BE 3.5:  483 x 178x 298 (+200’) mm  
BE 7: 483x266x358 (+200’) mm

Weight BE 3.5 approx. 7.6 kg; BE7: 11 kg
Automatic identification of 
connected system compo-
nents

yes

Intercom loudspeaker,  
microphone

yes (gooseneck microphone,  
volume control in BP)

Camera cable length BS 3.5 up to 300 m, BS 7: up to 500 m

MPEG-4 recorder no (stored via PC)
Data display generator, 
RS232 interface yes (EDE 7)

Video input/output yes, multiple

Keyboard can be operated together with control panel 
BP 3.5

TV standard NTSC / PAL

Data storage storage of photos, videos and  
inspection reports on the PC

Operating voltage 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

Length measurement / 
display yes

Control elements mains switch in BE 3.5/ BE 7, membrane 
keys in BP, touch-screen in BP

Personal protection
voltage in the camera cable limited to  
BS 3.5: 60 V, BS 7: 120 V with isolation  
controller

Combinable with

IBAK cameras
HYDRUS, JUNO, ORION, ORION L,  
ORPHEUS, ARGUS 5, CERBERUS,  
LISYCam3, RETRUS, FK 40

IBAK winches
BS 3.5: HSP, KT 180, KW 180, KW 305,  
LISY winches  
BS 7: KW 310, KW505, LISY winches

IBAK camera systems BS 3.5: LISY 3 on T 76 or T 86
BS 7: as BS 3.5 and all PANORAMOs

IBAK camera tractor T 66, T 76, T 86, 

IBAK extension Yes, various extension boxes 

Accessories

IBAK  
extension

BS 3.5: VT 50 A and B, box B
BS 7: Audio box B5 or extension box B5 for the adaption of 
a coiler on the camera cable of the IBAK cable reel/winch 
for control via BS 3.5/7

The touch-screen integrated into the control panel, with many options 
for controlling the IBAK system components. 

* Installation space
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IBAK BS 5
Control system for IBAK inspection systems
Control console with 2 joysticks BC 5, Control panel 
with LCD display BP 5,  
19" rack BE 5,
19” electricity distribution (battery) BEV 5B,  
19” data display generator and intercom  
plug with loudspeaker and microphone BAV 5,
Alternating current distribution BAC 5B

IBAK BS 5 is the central control and operating unit for permanent 
installation of IBAK inspection systems. All current IBAK cameras 
and tractors can be operated with it. Its convenient, clear and simple 
operating structures enable the user to concentrate completely on 
the sewer inspection. The camera tractor and the respective camera 
are controlled via the ergonomically-shaped console, with two joy-
sticks, enclosing the PC keyboard. 

With its highly developed microprocessor control, the intelligent 
control system IBAK BS 5 identifies the connected system com-
ponents and status information, such as e.g. the internal pressure 
of camera and tractor, supply voltage, lighting intensity as well as 
the height of the electronic height adjustment in percentage, is dis-
played on the graphics LCD for the user. 

Seven of the 16 control keys have pre-defined functions by default, 
nine keys are automatically assigned with functions by the system 
depending on the system configuration. 

The IBAK BS 5 also has an integrated autostop function; in combina-
tion with the cable winches KW 310 and 505 this enables stopping 
the tractor automatically during reversing at freely definable spots. 
Approaching the entry manhole in particular is thus made easier.

The elaborate, practice-oriented and energy-efficient design of the 
IBAK BS 5 guarantees efficient operation of IBAK inspection sys-
tems from every perspective. 
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Technical system data

Product classification
control system for operating IBAK  
cameras and camera tractors

Monitor up to 4 video monitors

Width x height x depth
control panel 770 x 100 x 390 mm 
control slot 483 x 177x 310 mm

Weight
individual components between 2.7 kg 
and 12 kg; total weight approx. 32 kg

Automatic identification 
of connected system 
components

yes, through BP 5

Intercom loudspeaker, 
microphone

signal processing audio for intercom 
and extension system; gooseneck mi-
crophone, internal loudspeaker, exter-
nal loudspeaker, hands-free talking for 
extension system 

Camera cable length up to 600 m

MPEG-4 recorder no (stored via PC)

Data display generator, 
RS232 interface

yes (EDE 7)

Video input/output yes

Keyboard
can be operated together with control 
console BC 5

TV standard NTSC / PAL

Data storage
storage of photos, videos and  
inspection reports on the PC

Operating voltage 
mains operated version: 110/230 VAC  
+-10%, power 1500 W 
battery version: 24 V

Length measurement / 
display

yes

Control elements function keys, soft keys, emergency 
off, volume control, 2 joysticks

Personal protection

4 separated supply circuits  
(for camera supply, light and  
2x tractor); monitored by isolation  
controller

Combinable with

IBAK cameras
HYDRUS, JUNO, ORION, ORION L, 
ORPHEUS, ARGUS 5, CERBERUS,  
LISYCam3, FK 40, RETRUS

IBAK winches KW 310, KW 505, LISY winches

IBAK camera systems LISY 3 on T 76 or T 86, PANORAMO,  
PANORAMO 150, PANORAMO SI

IBAK camera tractor T 66, T 76, T 86, 

IBAK extension various extension boxes

Accessories

IBAK extension
extension boxes: Audio Box B5,  
Extension Box B5, Extension Box 
B5FKT
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IBAK PHOBOS
Flushing nozzles
Area of application from DN 100

IBAK PHOBOS flushing nozzles expand the IBAK range of products 
with the option to inspect and clean underground and branch laterals 
in a single operation. 

An efficient, tried-and-tested solution is to combine the IBAK 
ORION L with one of the three PHOBOS flushing nozzles, which 
are fed by the high-pressure flushing system. These are operated on  
either the LISY 3 or a compact portable IBAK coiler solution (e.g. 
MiniLite, MobiLite) on a combined IBAK-TV and flushing vehicle.

The IBAK flushing nozzles can easily be secured to the camera 
push rod and allow inspection and cleaning in a single operation. 

You can achieve a high cleaning performance and good satellite 
drive for the TV camera with all PHOBOS models. This is thanks to 
the special design of the interior of the nozzle, in particular on the 
PHOBOS 2 and 4, which helps to reduce flow turbulence to a mini-
mum, thus reducing any loss in performance within the nozzle. 

When combined with the flexible IBAK ORION L camera, this 
even allows pipes with branching and long distances to be cleaned 
and inspected with ease.

The IBAK PHOBOS 4 is switchable, and depending on the requi-
rements, the direction of the water flow can be oriented either for-
wards or backwards.

With the water flow oriented forwards, accumulated material can 
be washed away on inspection; if the flow is oriented backwards it 
acts as a „reverse gear“, especially in a lateral network with bran-
ching, as the water pressure aids the camera in moving around  
curves when travelling backwards.

The IBAK flushing vehicle with integrated high-pressure flushing 
technology and IBAK flushing nozzles permits the inspector a highly 
efficient method of working: flushing and TV inspection can be per-
formed in a single operation and, importantly, from the mainline 
sewer, which means that you do not need to rely on inspection ope-
nings or transfer manholes.

IBAK PHOBOS 4 on a LISY 3 with flushing package
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Technical data PHOBOS 1 PHOBOS 2 PHOBOS 4
Deployment range from DN 100 upwards
Rate of flow approx. 45 l  / min.* 50 l / min.* 60 l / min.*

Combinable with
IBAK cameras HYDRUS, JUNO, ORION, ORION L
IBAK coilers HSP 40, 60, MiniLite, MobiLite
IBAK winches KW LISY Synchron, KT 220
IBAK inspection system LISY 3

* the specified nozzle flow rate is achieved with an operating pressure of 120 bar and a flushing 
hose combination of: 30 m NW 10 special hose, adapted to 80 m 1/2“ hose (NW 127).

1.

  1.  IBAK PHOBOS 1

2. IBAK PHOBOS 2 with the ORION L on the MiniLite

3. IIBAK PHOBOS 2, rear view

4. IBAK PHOBOS 4

5. IBAK PHOBOS 1 in action

2.

3.

4.

5.

IBAK PHOBOS 4 on a LISY 3 with flushing package
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IBAK ILP
Laser Profiler
Deformation measurements in sewer pipes

The IBAK ILP (Laser Profiler) reliably locates and measures sewer 
pipe deformations. The deformation measurement is carried out 
by a laser diode which is assembled on a pipe camera (TRITON, 
JUNO, ORION, ORPHEUS, ARGUS 5, PANORAMO). Depending on 
pipe diameter and camera type, the laser extension and support 
may vary.

The laser profiler mode of operation is based on a laser ring, which 
is projected onto the pipe wall and subsequently recorded by the 
connected camera. The software calculates the data and creates a 
3D model of the pipe geometry. There is also the possibility to gener-
ate two-dimensional illustrations and graphics.

With these graphic illustrations all requisite information regarding 
the diameter, ovality, deformation, corrosion, capacity in percent-
age, minimum / maximum diameter as well as horizontal and vertical 
diameter (X and Y) in mm can be deduced. 

The data of the whole recording can be viewed and shared using our 
licence-free viewer at any time. 

This system allows for a high measuring accuracy (tolerance max. 
±0.5%). The IBAK Laser Profiler is an international measuring instru-
ment recognised by the WRC (Water Research Council) in England 
and the Department of Transportation USA. Various laser adaptations 
are available for IBAK cameras from carbon. 

Two-dimensional profile report, laterals with position details
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 Video recording of the  
laser ring

Graphically illustrated 
ovality measuring 

Technical system data

Product classification
laser measurement device for  
deformation measurements in sewers

Deployment range
from DN 150 upwards (from DN 200 
with PANORAMO and ARGUS 5)

Mode of operation
analysis of MPEG-1, MPEG-2  
or AVI format
manual or automatic evaluation

Identification of
reduction of cross-section
deformation
pipe capacity
minimum / maximum diameter
drainage obstacles
unevenness

Three dimensional profile report
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IBAK vehicle outfittings

Classic Line

Top Line
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TV / Cleaning combi vehicle
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BK 3.5.1
KT 180
T 66
ORION®

Example: Transportable  
tractor configuration
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BS 5
KW 505
T 86
ORPHEUS

Example: Tractor configuration  
for fixed installation
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IBAK Helmut Hunger GmbH & Co. KG 
Wehdenweg 122 · 24148 Kiel · Germany 
Tel. +49 (0) 431 7270-0 
Fax +49 (0) 431 7270-270 

IBAK – Made in Germany
All IBAK products have one thing in common: they are "Made in 
Germany". All system components are developed, produced, as-
sembled and checked by IBAK. 
Thanks to their high quality standard, IBAK products have been 
a benchmark in investment security and efficiency for more than 
60 years.
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